BAHCO FLIGHT AID METRIC GENERAL AVIATION TOOL KIT
An essential maintenance companion to pilots, this 45-piece GA Tool Kit is designed to assist in minor maintenance tasks. In keeping with the range of pre-designed tool kits, the Flight Aid Kit has adopted the tool control aspect. The high quality BAHCO aviation tools are individually embedded into Skydrol resistant foam. These foams have red material backing which highlights a missing tool immediately, whilst also ensuring that tools are kept organised and free from the risk of damage. Supplied in a high quality nylon bag with a comfortable grip handle, this kit is easily transportable and can be stowed in any orientation.
P/N 12-04983 .................. $650.00

BAHCO FLIGHT AID IMPERIAL GENERAL AVIATION TOOL KIT
A selection of 164 BAHCO tools, with a lifetime guarantee, fitted into a wheeled, synthetic resin, black, watertight, impact-resistant, with pressure equalizing valve, Inlays in two colours, red/anthracite, Skydrol resistant. 84 piece set, BAHCO aviation handtools integrated in six different layers. The two different colours of the Inlay indicates lost tools instantly this makes tool control much faster, easier and safer. P/N 12-04984 ............ $6,495.00

BAHCO METRIC MECHANIC HAND CARRY KIT RBA2
A selection of 146 BAHCO tools, with a lifetime guarantee, fitted into a steel tool case. The case has 3 draws, 1 lid tray, and a selection of lid clips. The top is covered with corrugated sheet metal to enable the case to be used as a step stool. The tools are embedded into two-colour foam, offering a heightened level of tool control. The foam is hydraulic fluid and oil resistant.
P/N 12-04986 ............... $1,860.00

BAHCO METRIC MECHANIC HAND TROLLEY CASE RBA3
A selection of 194 BAHCO tools, with a lifetime guarantee, fitted into a wheeled, synthetic resin, watertight, impact-resistant case with pressure equalizing valve. The tools are embedded into two-colour foam, offering a heightened level of tool control. The foam is hydraulic fluid and oil resistant. Synthetic resin tool case trolley in black. P/N 12-04987 ............ $2,195.00

BAHCO METRIC MECHANIC WORKSHOP CABINET WITH TOOLS RBA4
A selection of 114 BAHCO tools, with a lifetime guarantee, fitted into a 7 draw cabinet with 4 spare draws. The tools are embedded into two-colour foam, offering a heightened level of tool control. The foam is hydraulic fluid and oil resistant.
P/N 12-04988 ............... $1,395.00

BAHCO METRIC MECHANIC WORKSHOP CABINET WITH TOOLS RBA5
A selection of 164 BAHCO tools, with a lifetime guarantee, fitted into a 7 draw cabinet with 3 spare draws. The tools are embedded into two-colour foam, offering a heightened level of tool control. The foam is hydraulic fluid and oil resistant.
P/N 12-04989 ............... $1,695.00

METRIC MECHANIC WORKSHOP CABINET WITH TOOLS RBA6
A selection of 287 BAHCO tools, with a lifetime guarantee, fitted into a 7 draw cabinet with 2 spare draws. The tools are embedded into two-colour foam, offering a heightened level of tool control. The foam is hydraulic fluid and oil resistant.
P/N 12-04990 ............... $3,395.00

METRIC MECHANIC WORKSHOP CABINET WITH TOOLS RBA7
A selection of 362 BAHCO tools, with a lifetime guarantee, fitted into a 11 draw cabinet with 6 spare draws. The tools are embedded into two-colour foam, offering a heightened level of tool control. The foam is hydraulic fluid and oil resistant.
P/N 12-04991 ............... $4,795.00

METRIC MECHANIC WORKSHOP CABINET WITH TOOLS RBA8
A selection of 500 BAHCO tools, with a lifetime guarantee, fitted into a 15 draw cabinet with 10 spare draws. The tools are embedded into two-colour foam, offering a heightened level of tool control. The foam is hydraulic fluid and oil resistant.
P/N 12-04992 ............... $5,995.00

AVIONICS TOOLKIT RBI9600T
Tool case made out of synthetic resin, black, watertight, impact-resistant, with pressure equalizing valve, Inlays in two colours, red/anthracite. Skydrol resistant. 84 piece set. BAHCO aviation handtools integrated in four different layers. The two different colours of the Inlay indicates lost tools instantly this makes tool control much faster, easier and safer. P/N 12-04992 ............ $6,495.00

BAHCO AVIATION TOOL KIT RBI8000T
Tool case trolley made out of synthetic resin, black, watertight, impact-resistant, with pressure equalizing valve. Inlays in two colours, red/anthracite, Skydrol resistant. 84 piece set. BAHCO aviation handtools integrated in four different layers. The two different colours of the Inlay indicates lost tools instantly this makes tool control much faster, easier and safer. P/N 12-05068 ............ $3,300.00

BAHCO AVIATION TOOL KIT RBI8100T
Tool case trolley made out of synthetic resin, black, watertight, impact-resistant, with pressure equalizing valve. Inlays in two colours, red/anthracite, Skydrol resistant. Kit includes: 240 BAHCO aviation hand tools inch/metric, specialised for helicopter integrated in six different layers. The two different colours of the Inlay indicate lost tools on the spot and makes the tool control much faster and easier and safer.
P/N 12-05069 ............... $3,150.00

BAHCO AVIATION TOOL KIT RBI9000TM
Top cap assembled with corrugated sheet metal to use the toolbox also as a step. Skydrol resistant. 84 piece set. BAHCO aviation hand tools inch/metric. The two different colours of the Inlay indicates lost tools instantly this makes tool control much faster, easier and safer. P/N 12-05070 ............ $2,450.00

BAHCO AVIATION TOOL KIT RBI9100TM
Steel tool case red powder coated. Three trays. Top cap assembled with corrugated sheet metal to use the toolbox also as a step. Skydrol resistant. Kit includes: 148 BAHCO aviation hand tools inch/metric, specialised for Boeing engineers, integrated in four different layers and clips in the lid. The two different colours of the Inlay indicate lost tools on the spot and makes the tool control much faster and easier and safer.
P/N 12-05071 ............... $2,250.00

AVIONICS TOOLKIT RBI9500T
Tool case made out of synthetic resin, black, watertight, impact-resistant, with pressure equalizing valve. Inlays in two colours, red/anthracite. Skydrol resistant. Kit includes: 159 BAHCO aviation hand tools inch/metric, specialised for Boeing engineers, integrated in four different layers. The two different colours of the Inlay indicates lost tools instantly this makes tool control much faster, easier and safer. P/N 12-05072 ............ $2,250.00

AVIONICS TOOLKIT RBI9400T
Tool case made out of synthetic resin, black, watertight, impact-resistant, with pressure equalizing valve. Inlays in two colours, red/anthracite. Skydrol resistant. Kit includes: 159 BAHCO aviation hand tools inch/metric, specialised for Boeing engineers, integrated in four different layers. The two different colours of the Inlay indicates lost tools instantly this makes tool control much faster, easier and safer. P/N 12-05073 ............ $2,350.00